Victoria Turner | Bio

Victoria Turner is a certified executive coach, entrepreneur and an expert at helping professionals to get
out of their own way.
Victoria believes that we are the biggest obstacles standing in our own way of the successes we desire at
work and in life. No matter what the outcome may be: drive sales, a promotion, close a deal, lead a new
team, etc. The details around us will not change; it is how we choose to navigate them that can.
All of Victoria’s work is based on the principles of her proprietary process called Your P.O.W.E.R System:
5 Fundamental Principles to Generate Exceptional Results and To Live Your Best Life™. Each of the
principles is supported by habit changing tools that drive desired outcomes.
Her clients range from Canada’s top financial institutions to individual entrepreneurs and engage in oneon-one executive coaching or within customized groups called P.O.W.E.R Advisory Boards™ where
participants are able to leverage the shared experiences of the other members.
Prior to coaching, Victoria combined her Bachelor of Commerce degree and entrepreneurial spirit to
create www.pippalily.com , a line of Canadian made baby products sold through independent, high end
boutiques, as well as www.simplyonboard.com a mass market product sold through international
distributors, as well as Toys R Us. Victoria successfully sold and transitioned Pippalily Ltd. in 2011.
Victoria is frequently invited to deliver “Getting Out of Your Own Way: How to take confident action,
outside of your comfort zone, to generate results™ a workshop that benefits both the individual and
their corporation or organization.
"Being a part of a P.O.W.E.R Advisory Board was an incredible experience. By the end of the first few
months, I had achieved more than I thought I would have by the end of the program. The program
was essential in creating awareness and my ability to reframe what was transpiring around me. It
gave me clarity and a laser focus on what I needed to do to move the dial, now. I know that the tools I
have learnt are transferable to my team and easy to implement. They are the building blocks that
have catapulted me into purposeful action. Thank you Victoria."
- Penny Hicks. Group Publisher,
Women’s Service Chatelaine, Today’s Parent,Canadian Health & Lifestyle, Rogers Publishing Ltd.
"Victoria listens deeply and questions carefully. She expertly coaches toward clarity and conviction.
Working with her has been transformative to my business and career." - Chris Shipley, Entrepreneur
www.yourpoweroutlet.com

victoria@yourpoweroutlet.com

